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Words for Run 1948 - Orienteering/Gluten Free Hash
Last week was a unorthodox orienteering style hash. Being flour free it was totally
unaffected by the heavy rain throughout the day.
For those not in the know - the word orienteering comes from the Swedish word
'orientera', which means'to become hopelessly lost'.
I turned up to the London lnn, Horrabridge slightly more dazed and confused than usual

due to the brewery slipping into its Christmas production mode, forcing me into waking
up much before I'd like to. Expecting to be able to turn off my brain and follow other
people around the countryside I thought I would be able to soldier through. Unfortunately
though the Hares had other ideas.
lnstead, turning up on a moderately damp but not yet raining evening we were instructed
to form groups of 3-4 and handed out laminated maps entitled 'Bills Conundrum'. These
maps were complete with a hit list of 12locations throughout Horrabridge/Devon where
letters had been secreted beforehand. The challenge was to get to enough locations as
possible within the hour so that an intelligent group of hashers would be able to spell
something.

This provided an interesting study into the dynamics of a hash split up. There were some
very different strategies from different groups; Some elected to further split up to cover
more ground, others relied on their athleticisnr. while some of the more canny groups
were seen trading their letters at junctions and crossroads.
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I've noticed from previous hash mag writers mistakes that criticizing the GM generally
doesn't go well for the scribe.

This paragraph is unrelated to the previous sentence but an anonymous person whose
name will not be committed to print was seen along with Deep Throat giving up the hunt
almost immediately after encountering a hill and going to play on the swings. Luckily kind
hearted hashers took in Ginger Rogers after he was so cruelly abandoned by ks€€hy
his team.
Afterwards in the pub there were further antics which I have failed to record or remember
sufficiently:
The correct answer for Bills conundrum was revealed.
A group was deemed to have won and got awarded a large box with a small amount of
chocolate.
We sang Happy Birthday to Knashers
The chess players seemed ovenruhelmingly happy to see us.
Our GM awarded a down down due to someone criticizing her...
We established how directions to Tavistock and Princetown should be described when
arriving at the Yelverton roundabout from the Plymouth side. For future reference:
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Dates for your Diary:

18th December - Mince Pie Run and Hash Garols - The Burrator
29th January - Hash Awards Evening - The Burrator
3rd March - Posh Frocks - Moorland Garden - Tickets on Sale after
Ghristmas
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